The ETS Test Collection provides microfiche copies of some unpublished tests as a service to educators and psychologists. New tests developed by individuals and organizations throughout the country often are mentioned or described in the professional literature. However, just as often, the actual instruments are not reproduced, and in many instances, may be obtained only through correspondence with the authors, who are frequently difficult to locate. Through the ETS Test Collection, many of these unpublished tests are made available in microfiche.

The best index for this collection is located online at http://www.ets.org/testcoll/ or a second choice is: http://ericae.net/testcol.htm. Once you have located the number of the test you want to use, search Addison (online catalog) by the collection’s name (ETS test collection) to determine if we own that particular fiche number. Note that we do not have a fiche for every test on the database. Tests on fiche are filed by their TC number.

Sample record for test on fiche:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TC NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TIM(l)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocational Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial Occupations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex Bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor Qualifications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Call number: T013240
Purchase: Email library@ets.org or Phone 1-609-794-5689
Title: Vocational Education Administration Questionnaire
Author: Wilson, Alfred P
Author: Neely, Harperry A
Author: Legg, Marilyn E
Author: Schuley, Gloria R
Availability: Tests in Microfiche, Test Collection, Educational Testing Service. Princeton, NJ 08541
Year: 1978

Note that on Addison, the test numbers on the record are not in chronological order. Therefore it is important to check the entire Addison record for the fiche number you are seeking. Also an Addison record may give a range of numbers but when you look at the individual record there may be only a portion of the listed range. For example, a fiche range may be given as 234321–234451 but we may have only a few of the fiche in that range. If you have any questions about the Addison record, go to the reference desk on the 2nd floor of Newman Library.

The fiche is located in the Microforms on the first floor of Newman Library. Maps are available in the microfiche area to help patrons locate specific collections.
Sample record of test available in a journal

Call number...... TC018171
Title............... Computer Anxiety Rating Scale.
Author........... Heinssen, Robert K
Author.......... And Others
Availability..... Computers in Human Behavior; v3 p49-59; 1987
Year............. 1987
Test Acronyms.... CARS
Code.............. 9210
Major Descriptor........ Computer Anxiety
Major Descriptor........ Attitude Measures
Major Descriptor........ College Students
Major Descriptor........ Computers
Abstract........... A self-report inventory designed to assess individuals’
levels of computer anxiety. Measures behavioral, cognitive, and affective components of computer anxiety. On a five
point, Likert-type scale individuals respond to items covering technical capability, appeal of learning about and
using computers, being controlled by computers, learning computer skills, and traits to overcome anxiety. Instrument
was found to be reliable and valid. May be used to identify individuals who would benefit from counseling to overcome
their anxiety of using computers. Includes information on the relationship between computer anxiety and math and test
anxiety, amount of computer experience, cognitive styles, and mechanical interests. Technical data are included.

Microfiche viewers/printers are available near the microfiche collection on the first floor. If
you need help locating the ETS fiche or operating the equipment, please ask for assistance
at the Circulation/Reserve service counter.

For questions on finding assessment or measurement tools, please contact Michelle Young,
College Librarian for Education. Her email address is myoung@vt.edu.